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 Cloud services are the cutting edge technology, however the growing 

demand for the internet of things has certain limitations which are high 

latency expectation and high cost of cloud resources, and this is caused by 

long-distance between application and cloud. Fog computing is a distributed 

extension of the cloud, which provide storage and computation at the 

network level. It consists of an internet of things (IoT) application, a fog 

control node, and a fog access node. This research works towards 

minimizing the cloud cost in scheduling. For this purpose, a cost-effective 

task and user scheduling algorithm are performed. The first task scheduling 

model is composed based on composers' roles after that task scheduling 

algorithm is performed to handle the various task at the fog access node in 

an optimized manner. Finally, the reallocation mechanism reduces the time 

and service delay. For the analysis purpose extensive simulation is carried out 

and performance statistics were compared with other existing algorithms. It 

was observed that the proposed algorithm provides highly cost-optimized user 

and task scheduling with better performance statistics and reduces the delay in 

the task by providing optimization in the concurrent task at the fog node. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

The emergence of cloud computing has expanded dramatically and is becoming increasingly 

attractive and a center of attraction for the industry as well as academia purpose as it provides services over 

the internet reduces user requirements for future planning and provides a flexible computing model and 

business purposes [1]-[3]. With current technological advancements, such as the internet of things (IoT), 

cyber-physical systems (CPS), and blockchain that are applied to an industrial area, various studies are 

showing that the IoT market will grow rapidly. It is estimated that the development of the number of IoT 

devices used in 2025 will reach 64 billion [4]. Using the internet of things internet connectivity is provided 

beyond mobile phones and laptops towards every possible thing or device that humans use in their delayed 

routine [3], [5]. Because of that, the need for cloud computing is increasing. Cloud computing is a computing 

model that makes it possible to access information or data through the internet network comfortably and on-

demand to a collection of computing resources that can be configured together [4], [6]. Cloud computing is 

another stream of internet computing, in which all data is stored on the cloud or internet. These data are 

accessed by the user or client application by the network layer using the internet. Scalability and high-

performance capability provide cost and time affecting benefits to many mobile phones and computers by 

increasing the data storage capacity and problem-solving at the server end [3], [7]. As the IoT device 

application increases the service request and response also increases, which is time, cost, and resource in-
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efficient concerning the cloud. This is caused by the distance between IoT devices and the cloud [8]. Reliable 

and persistent service of the internet was a challenge in internet transmission. However, it was scaled by the 

application of router, gateway, and workstation. The problem with IoT devices and the cloud is resolved by 

using an intermediate between them. The fog server, store the frequently accessed data locally, and hence when 

the user application requests data, it acts as a cache or proxies. Using this method, frequently used and simple 

problems can be handled on the fog node, while the updated and the complex problem can be directed towards 

the cloud for processing. These reduce the latency between service requests from the device to the cloud and 

handle the large-scale application in a time and resource-effective manner as shown in Figure 1. This clearly 

explains that fog nodes are proxies of the cloud and do not intend to replace cloud storage and services [9], [10]. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Fog computing model [11] 

 

 

Large scale applications are comprised of many dependent or depended modules which perform the 

task in parallel or sequential direction [12], [13]. A similar problem is present in the heterogeneous distributed 

system. In which many systems act as a module for one main application and use distributed computational 

power the time complexity of problem-solving is increased [14]. Many types of research have proven the reduce 

time by applying scheduling algorithms however the resource allocation for this system is high, which is not a 

concern in the distributed system. But in the case of cloud storage, the cost of cloud services is very high, which 

should be considered while scheduling tasks in for computing model [15]. The target of Task scheduling in fog 

computing is minimizing the time by optimizing cloud resources as shown in Figure 2. In this research, a 

distributed computing technology is considered in which fog is integrated with cloud computation for 

workflow-based applications. Fog nodes are placed at the router and gateway to extend the cloud node. Cost 

makespan time and resource scheduling (CMTRS) Algorithm is proposed in this research. The reallocation 

mechanism reduces the delay in the task by providing optimization in the concurrent task at the fog node. This 

paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the literature survey. In this section, various ongoing and 

previous research based on task scheduling is discussed. Section 3 describes the problem statement. It contains a 

detailed problem formulation. Section 4 represents the architecture of the system and proposed algorithm. 

Section 5 presents the experimental setup and results from analysis and section 6 presents the conclusion. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Task scheduling model in fog computing [16] 
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY 

A heterogeneous distributed system acts as different modules for one main application present at 

various locations and working simultaneously [14], [15]. Many types of research have proven the reduce time 

by applying scheduling algorithms however the resource allocation for this system is high, which is not a 

concern in the distributed system [17]. Topcuoglu proposed an algorithm for heterogonous early finish time 

which is based on the heterogonous system. It consists of two phases, task prioritization, and processor 

selection [18]. Barbosa proposed a predicted earliest finish time algorithm. This algorithm takes count of 

processors and tasks to maintain the optimum cost table [19]. Wang also proposed a mechanism for the time-

efficient heterogonous system which works in the workflow module. In this insertion-based optimization 

method is used. However, these techniques were analyzed for heterogonous systems and it was only 

makespan effective and not cost-effective [14]. Panda proposed a task scheduling algorithm based on profit, 

this reduces both time and utilization of the cloud services. However, it doesn’t consider cloud resource costs 

[13]. Den applies task scheduling algorithms on public, private, and hybrid clouds. Task priority is mainly 

based on the deadline constraint available for each application. The limitation of this algorithm was specific 

service orientation towards the public and private cloud. New concept of sub deadline was proposed and 

assigned to all tasks. Based on the deadline it is migrated from public to private cloud. But this research fails to 

address the trade-off of cost and make span [20]. Many recent types of research have been working towards the 

network and its edge, like routers and gateway [21]. Bonomi studied the application and challenges of fog nodes 

in cloud integration. In this research, the IoT and fog computing integration were also discussed [22]. Alsaffar 

proposed architecture for the allocation of resources and delegating the IoT services. Using service request 

parameter, size, time, and virtual machine capacity [23]. Souza explores the problem related to the quality of 

services when the cloud is integrated with the cloud [24]. Different researchers worked on simplifying the 

scheduling issue for the task in fog computing. Zeng in his research proposed a design for the management of 

resource and time utilization in fog computing [25]. Nan proposed a different strategy that works on average 

time, adaptive algorithm is used for decisions in the three-tier architecture of fog computing [26]. However, the 

workflow model applications were not considered in fog-based research. In the proposed research, workflow 

model application is considered for fog cloud integration. A heuristic algorithm is proposed to minimize the 

trade-off makespan and resource cost considering the workflow model and deadline constraints.  

 

 

3. PROBLEM ANALYSIS 

In the case of fog nodes, the processing speed is usually less than cloud nodes as cloud services have 

high RAM, storage, and processing units. However, redirecting a task to a cloud node increases the resource 

cost as cloud resources are expensive. Hence an unmanaged task assignment strategy reduces the 

performance of fog-cloud infrastructure.  

 

3.1.  Challenges in scheduling the task 

Scheduling tasks in an application pool to minimize the time complexity is a challenge in this fog 

computation. Large-scale applications are comprised of many dependent or independent modules which 

perform the task in parallel or sequential direction. For parallel tasks there is no dependency on other 

solutions however in the case of the sequential task, few tasks need input from the previous task for 

processing. These type of application processing are based on workflows and it is represented in a directed 

graph, in which nodes presents the task and the edges represent the constraint of precedence. In such an 

application, steps are based on either user input or the previous step’s output. This type of sequential task 

increases the time requirement and thereby increases the resource requirement. Hence it is very much 

essential to handle the sequential tasks in a way to minimize the resource and time allocation for the entire 

application. Task scheduling algorithms are meant to solve this issue. These algorithms assign a task to the 

processor in such a fashion that the entire time required for processing all tasks gets reduced or minimized.  

 

3.2.  Analysis of task scheduling model 

Figure 3 shows the example of a large-scale application with a workflow model. In such a task, 

instead of one single module, the task is divided into several modules to minimize the dependency on a single 

module. However, when it comes to a dependent task, parallel programming may get affected because of the 

dependency of one module on the output of another or user-defined inputs. Hence, To maintain the time 

complexity of the application, various processors are assigned to the task. In this case, the resource cost gets 

increased which is acceptable in a few application infrastructures but in the case of cloud computing, 

resource cost is expensive which is why limited processor count is fixed to reduce the cost of cloud usage. 
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Figure 3. Workflow model, T: Task 

 

 

To handle both of these issues simultaneously an adaptive method is required to assign a task to the 

processor in a way that will minimize the time required to produce output. Figure 4, illustrates an example of 

the task scheduling problem discussed in Figure 3. The scheduling algorithm assigns a task to processors. 

From Figure 4, it is observed that depending on the priority and the availability of the processor, this algorithm 

assigns a task. Using this technique, the parallel execution time for all task get reduced to a great extent. 

 

3.3.  Goal and objective 

This research attempt to schedule all the tasks in the application pool according to the availability of 

processing units, to reduce the resource cost at the fog-cloud level. The objectives of this research are: 

a) Task management at fog and cloud node depending on the task. As fog nodes have the advantage of 

bandwidth and cloud node has the advantage of processing units and storage. 

b) Schedule the Tasks to optimize the usage of the processing unit. 

c) Create a task reassignment strategy at fog broker for user-based deadline constraints, to maintain the 

execution time of the task and improve system performance.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 4. Task scheduling example [27] 

 

 

3.4.  Problem model 

The problem formulation of task scheduling consists of the task model and processor model. To 

describe how the current system implementation assumes that tasks should be performed when interacting 

with the application. Figure 5 shows illustrate the problem model. 
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Figure 5. Illustration of problem model [28] 

 

 

3.5.  Task model 

In the task model, the tasks model is formulated based on the workflow of the application. Like a 

flowchart task model is based on vertices and edges. Where vertices set are denoted by V, and it consists of 

v1, v2, v3…,vn. Edge defines the relationship between two vertices, and it is denoted as E. For example edge 

between v1 and v2 is defined as e12=(v1, v2). Weight is used to define the workload of the task, it is defined as 

w1 for v1. One task could be very small and the other could consist of large computation hence considering 

weight is a necessary step while scheduling. Along with inputs from the previous step, the time required for 

gathering data from a data source like a database and user-defined input is also considered. 

 

3.6.  Processor model 

The processor model is consist of a set of processors. In which each processor is denoted by a 

vertices Pi, and a set of all vertices is denoted as N. These processors are connected so that the information 

sharing between the scheduling is carried out like processor speed and acquired bandwidth. In the case of fog 

nodes, the processing speed is usually less than cloud nodes as cloud services use processors with high 

random access memory and processing units. While the bandwidth of fog nodes is higher than cloud nodes, 

as they are placed locally.  

 

 

4. METHOD 

Fog computing is three-layered architecture [15]. This is illustrated in Figure 6. These tiers are the 

cloud computing layer, fog computing layer, and IoT devices. The lower tier is IoT devices. Fog computing 

or fog network is a middle layer. Fog computing acts as intermediate using IoT devices and cloud networks. 

Fog computing is based on the network edge and it provides fast access to IoT devices. It is also called a 

cloud which is present on the ground, as it is placed very close to the device or end application. In the case of 

fog computing, instead of passing all the requests to the cloud, it is directed through the fog node or fog 

server, which is present at the network edge locally. The fog server, store the frequently accessed data 

locally, and hence when the user application requests data, it acts as a cache or proxies. Using this method, 

frequently used and simple problems can be handled on the fog node, while the updated and the complex 

problem can be directed towards the cloud for processing.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Three-tier architecture of fog computing [29] 
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The fog computing layer is placed near the IoT devices in the form of gateways or routers. It is 

present locally. These nodes are referred to as fog nodes which have a limited computing potential. When a 

user device requests some computation, the fog layer handles it. In the fog layer, fog brokers are present 

along with fog nodes, which are responsible for the scheduling of tasks and processor and storage 

management. The broker receives the request from fog nodes. Then within the internal structure the 

processing speed, network coverage, and bandwidth is analyzed for management. It also computes the 

resource cost and makespan for the task and returned it to the fog node. Figure 7 illustrates the internal 

structure of the fog computing layer. It consists of fog resources and a fog broker. Fog resources contain 

many fog nodes while fog broker contains resource collector, application receiver, data query, application 

scheduler, application database, and task dispatcher.  

 

4.1.  Task scheduling model 

To implement the task scheduling of fog computing effectively, the task prioritizing Phase, node 

selection Phase, and task reassignment phase are integrated into the task scheduling process of fog 

computing. Figure 7 represents the task scheduling model of fog computing. The proposed algorithm creates 

and executes a schedule based on the set of vertices and edges in the task graph and the availability of 

processors in the processor pool. The executed schedule ensures that the time required for the whole set of 

tasks gets optimized in such a way that it will consume less time for execution and cost-effective 

management of cloud computing resources. The three main components of the proposed task scheduling 

model are task prioritizing, node selection phase, and task reassignment. In the task prioritizing phase, the 

priority of each task is set. The direction and position of the task in workflow and the information present in 

data query and application storage decide the priority of the task. In the node selection phase, depending on 

the priority and processor availability, a task is assigned to a node. If the necessary processing capabilities are 

available at fog nodes then it is processed at fog level or the task is assigned to a cloud node. The last phase 

of the proposed algorithm is the task reassignment phase. In this phase quality of services is ensured. This 

takes input from the second phase and refines it based on the user define deadline constraints. 

 
4.1.2. Task prioritization  

In the task prioritizing phase, the priority of each task is set. The direction and position of the task in 

workflow and the information present in data query and application storage decide the priority of the task. 

This is scored and placed in the upward rank. This could be based on the distance of the vertices from the 

output of the application. This also analyzed the computing time at each vertex. The priority of each node in 

the task graph is calculated by: 

 

𝑃(𝑉𝑖) =
𝑤𝑖

∑ 𝑃𝑛𝑝𝑛Є𝑁

+ 𝑚𝑎𝑥  [
𝐶𝑖𝑗

∑ 𝑏𝑤𝑛𝑝𝑛Є𝑁

 + 𝑃(𝑉𝑗)] (1) 

 

in this equation P(vi) is the priority value of vertices present at the ith location. Wi defines the computation 

time for that task, C stands for communication delay between node i to node j. For the first node, the value of 

P(vj) is 0, and hence distance is 0. However, this function works recursively to compute the priority value of 

each node, n is the count of nodes. The sorting of all tasks is carried out in non-increased order to maintain 

the constraint precedence of all the tasks in the application.  

 

 

 
 

Figure 7. Fog computing layer 
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4.1.3. Node selection phase 

In the node selection phase, depending on the priority and processor availability, a task is assigned 

to a node. If the necessary processing capabilities are available at fog nodes then it is processed at fog level 

or the task is assigned to a cloud node. Every specific task in the pool starts executing only once all its 

previous dependent task completes. The time required for completion of all its previous dependent tasks is 

defined as data transfer time. Communication time is the time required to transfer data within nodes. Ready 

time is based on the accessing time required for collecting all the information from the application storage. 

Along with this early initialization time and early task completion time is calculated. This time is analyzed 

and the task scheduler is prepared for the assignment of tasks to the processor. The computed time in this 

phase is considered the final optimized time required for the completion of all tasks in the application pool. 

The output of this phase is the complete schedule for task assignments. Based on the aforementioned cases, 

the pseudocode for node selection of the application-task workflow is described below: 

 
Pseudocode: 

1. Initialize the counter with the output node, calculate the priority value by formula 1 

2. By non-incremental order, sorting of all the nodes using priority value in Array L 

   Array L = sorted set of nodes 

   Array N = array of processor nodes 

3. For each task in Array L 

4. For each processor in N 

5. Compute Data Transfer Time, Ready time, early initialization time, and early task     

completion time  

6. Compute utility value  

7. End Task Loop (Array L) 

8. Task Assignment to the processor with max utility value 

9. End processor loop (Array N)  

Output: scheduler table.  

 

 

5. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS 

For evaluating the performance of the proposed algorithm, its time complexity and resource cost are 

measured. For comparison purposes, various scheduling algorithms discussed in the literature survey were 

compared with the proposed system. A similar simulation environment and processing capabilities with 

constant network access are provided for all scheduling algorithms. The analysis result is conveyed in 

numerical value for comparison. The main aim of this analysis is the comparison of execution time, resource 

cost, and the trade-off between fog computing and cloud computing. The greedy algorithm which is 

developed for resource cost optimization in cloud fog environment, HEFT, Cost-Conscious heuristic 

algorithm is compared with the proposed method. Along with this comparison, the accuracy of our 

reassignment schema was evaluated by using various user-defined deadline constraints on the application for 

resource cost optimization. This is to maintain the quality of services of cloud-fog integration. The proposed 

scheduling algorithm is embedded in the fog broker component of the fog computing layer.  

 

5.1.  Simulation environment 

This section demonstrates the experiment setup including coding language, software development 

platform, operating system and computer configuration, processor, and task counts.  

 

Algorithm development tools 

- Coding language–Java  

- Java SDK version–SDK 11 

- Database–MySQL 

- Platform–Oracle software  

- Cloud integration framework–CloudSlim 

 

System configuration  

- Operating system–windows 10–64 bit 

- Random Access Memory–16 GB 

- Processor–Intel i7 (5th Generation) 

 

Processor configuration at fog network 

- Processor Count–15 

- Processing rate–250 MIPS 
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- Bandwidth–1GB 

Processor configuration at cloud network 

- Processor Count–25 

- Processing rate–1000 MIPS 

- Bandwidth–500 MB 

 

5.2.  Experimental analysis 

For evaluating the performance of the proposed algorithm, its time complexity and resource cost are 

measured. For comparison purposes, various scheduling algorithms discussed in the literature survey were 

compared with the proposed system. In this research, for performance evaluation, the simulation environment 

is kept constant for all the algorithms. The processing rate for the fog node is less than that of the cloud node 

however bandwidth of the fog node is higher than the cloud node, as fog nodes are in close range distance 

from IoT devices. For analysis purposes, the value of cloud cost is normalized from 0 to 1. 

 

5.3.  Execution time and resource cost evaluation 

Fog nodes are introduced to minimize the execution time in the IoT and cloud environment. With 

the application of fog nodes, only high computation calculations require cloud service, proxy computation, 

and cache memory stored on the fog to reduce the execution time of the task. In this section, the comparison 

of task completion time, communication time, and resource usage with and without the fog computing layer 

are illustrated. Figure 8 illustrates the proposed work contribution by representing a comparison of task 

completion time, communication time, and resource usage at fog clusters and on the cloud side. Figure 8(a), 

illustrates a task execution time comparison with and without the fog computing layer. It is observed that for 

a less amount task, the time required for both of the cases is very much similar, however, as the count of the 

task in the application pool increases, the difference between the execution time of both mechanisms also 

varies. With the increased amount of tasks, the dependency on cloud services increases. This causes an extra 

loading period for the computation of precedence-dependent tasks. In the case of the fog computing layer, the 

amount of execution time gets reduced as compared to the cloud as the number of tasks increases. In this 

case, fog computing took some extra time for communication but it is much lesser than computation which is 

present in the cloud computing layer. For resource cost evaluation, a simulation environment is maintained. 

In the same condition, four application with variable instruction set length is analyzed with and without the 

fog computing layer. This comparison aims to improve the quality of services of fog computing by enhancing 

the cost factor. This analysis used the normalized value of cloud cost, this is disused in the cloud usage 

charges section of this research. Along with cloud charges, extra resource cost at fog nodes is also considered 

for fair and real-time comparison. Figure 8(b), illustrates a Resource cost for a Workflow-based application 

with and without a fog computing layer.  

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 8. Comparison of task completion time, communication time, and resource usage, (a) execution time 

with and without the fog computing and (b) resource cost by using fog and cloud computing 

 

 

For this comparison communication cost, cloud node processing cost, fog node processing cost, and 

storage cost are considered. It is observed that in fog computing, storage costs get comprised by using the 

storage at the fog node, which is present locally. Along with storage, as the fog node also has its computation 

processing power it can process the small tasks at the fog layer. This reduces the dependency of applications 
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on the cloud. As the services requests to the cloud get reduced, communication overhead towards the cloud 

layer also reduces which saves the network communication cost. In the case of the fog layer, nodes are 

available at the local station hence it consumes a very small amount of cost at the fog layer. However, the 

Cost required for fog node resources in fog computing was high, while in the case of cloud computing there 

exists no fog. Extra cost requirements for cloud processing, communication, and storage make cloud 

computing more expensive than fog computing.  

 

5.3.  Comparison of the proposed algorithm with the scheduling algorithm 

For evaluating the performance of the proposed algorithm, its time complexity and resource cost are 

measured. For comparison purposes, various scheduling algorithms were compared with the proposed 

system. For this Heterogeneous early complete-time algorithm, a Cost-Conscious algorithm and min-min 

algorithm were implemented. Figure 9 illustrates the proposed work contribution by representing a 

comparison of execution time and cost required for an early complete-time algorithm, algorithm, and min-

min algorithm with the proposed algorithm. Figure 9(a) illustrates the comparison of execution time required 

for the Heterogeneous early complete-time algorithm, Cost-Conscious algorithm, and min-min algorithm 

with the proposed algorithm. The simulation environment of all of them is kept the same and performance is 

measured for different applications with a variable number of tasks. The execution time of the heterogeneous 

early complete-time algorithm, Cost-Conscious algorithm, and the min-min algorithm is compared for 

applications with task lengths 30, 60, 90, and 120. It was observed that the execution time for the Cost-

Conscious algorithm is highest for all four cases. While the execution time for the Heterogeneous early 

complete-time algorithm was the least. In compassion, it is observed that the execution time for the proposed 

algorithm and the Heterogeneous early complete-time algorithm was very much similar, however, the 

proposed system always lags behind the Heterogeneous algorithm by 5 to 10%. Along with the Comparison 

of execution time, a resource cost comparison is also equally important. Figure 9(b) illustrates the 

comparison of resource cost required for the Heterogeneous early complete-time algorithm, Cost-Conscious 

algorithm, and min-min algorithm with the proposed algorithm. The simulation environment of all of them is 

kept the same and performance is measured for different applications with a variable number of tasks. This 

analysis used the normalized value of cloud cost, this is disused in the cloud usage charges section of this 

research. Along with cloud charges, extra resource cost at fog nodes is also considered for fair and real-time 

comparison. The resource cost of the Heterogeneous early complete-time algorithm, Cost-Conscious 

algorithm, and the min-min algorithm is compared for applications with task lengths 30, 60, 90, and 120. It 

was observed that the resource cost for the Heterogeneous early complete algorithm was highest for all four 

cases. While the resource cost for the Cost-Conscious algorithm was the least. In compassion, it is observed 

that the resource cost for the proposed algorithm and the Heterogeneous early complete-time algorithm was 

very much similar, however, the proposed system always lags behind the Heterogeneous algorithm by 1-2%.  

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 9. Comparison of execution time and cost required for an early complete-time algorithm,  

Cost-Conscious algorithm, and min-min algorithm with the proposed algorithm: (a) execution time 

comparison and (b) resource cost comparison 

 

 

5.4.  Analysis of user-defined deadline constraints 

In this section, the performance analysis of the proposed system is compared with the proposed 

algorithm without considering the user-defined deadline. The user defines some deadline to ensure that the 

current task or application must finish with the pre-specified deadline. User-defined deadline constraints are 

introduced to maintain the quality of services. Figure 10 illustrates the proposed work contribution by 
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representing a comparison of the execution time of tasks and cost for the proposed system algorithm with and 

without considering the user-defined deadline Figure 10(a) illustrates the comparison of the execution time of 

tasks for the proposed system and proposed algorithm without considering the user-defined deadline. While 

Figure 10(b) represents the Execution time compassion with deadline constraint, it was observed that the 

performance of the algorithm with deadline constraint is better. This deadline constraint puts a tight coupling 

between expected execution time and user-defined time and thereby ensures the quality of service of IoT 

devices. 

 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 

Figure 10. Comparison of the execution time of tasks and cost for the proposed system algorithm with and 

without considering the user-defined deadline, (a) Execution time comparison and (b) resource cost 

comparison 

 

 

6. CONCLUSION 

This research works towards minimizing the cloud cost in scheduling for IoT devices. For this 

purpose, a cost-effective task and user scheduling algorithm are performed in the fog broker component 

inside the fog computing layer. Along with the proposed scheduling algorithm, a user-defined deadline 

constraint-based algorithm was also proposed. For evaluating the performance of the proposed algorithm, its 

time complexity and resource cost are recorded. For comparison purposes performance of various scheduling 

algorithms including Heterogeneous early complete-time algorithm, Cost-Conscious algorithm, and min-min 

algorithm were implemented. It was observed that the time complexity of the Heterogeneous early complete-

time algorithm is better than other algorithms, and it is very much near the proposed algorithm, however, the 

resource cost consumed by the early complete-time algorithm was very high. For the Cost-Conscious 

algorithm, resource cost dropped heavily and was approximately the same as the proposed algorithm. 

However, execution time increased drastically. This shows that in terms of execution time and resource cost 

requirement, the proposed algorithm outperforms other algorithms which we compared in this research. 

Finally, the re-assignment mechanisms for the proposed system is compared without applying user-defined 

deadline constraint. It was observed that the performance of the proposed algorithm is better with a task re-

assignment mechanism to maintain the quality of services.  
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